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Perfect k-colored matchings and k+2-gonal tilings
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Abstract1

We derive a simple bijection between geometric plane2

perfect matchings on 2n points in convex position and3

triangulations on n+ 2 points in convex position. We4

then extend this bijection to monochromatic plane5

perfect matchings on periodically k-colored vertices6

and (k + 2)-gonal tilings of convex point sets. These7

structures are related to Temperley-Lieb algebras and8

our bijections provide explicit one-to-one relations be-9

tween matchings and tilings. Moreover, for a given el-10

ement of one class, the corresponding element of the11

other class can be computed in linear time.12

1 Introduction13

The Fuss-Catalan numbers f(k,m) = 1
m

(
km+m
m−1

)
are14

known to count the number of k+2-gonal tilings of a15

convex polygon of size km + 2, they go back to Fuss-16

Euler (cf. [4]). Bisch and Jones introduced k-colored17

Temperley-Lieb algebras in [1] as a natural generalisa-18

tion of Temperley-Lieb algebras. These algebras have19

representations by certain planar k-colored diagrams20

with m(k+1) vertices on top and bottom. The dimen-21

sion of such an algebra is f(k,m), with a basis indexed22

by these diagrams. We call these diagrams plane per-23

fect k-colored matchings or just k-colored matchings,24

assuming from now on that they are plane and per-25

fect. Since the number of k+2-gonal tilings coincides26

with the number of k-colored matchings, these sets27

are in bijection. Przytycki and Sikora [4] prove this28

through an inductive implicit construction but do not29

give an explicit bijection of the structures.30

Furthermore, from work of Marsh and Martin [3],31

one can derive an implicit correspondence between tri-32

angulations and diagrams for k= 1. However, to our33

knowledge, no explicit bijection is known.34

In this paper, we will give bijections between these35

two sets of plane graphs on sets of points in convex36

position. We will first address the case k = 1 (Sec-37

tion 2) and then treat the general case. Our main38

theorems are the explicit bijections between the set39

of k-colored matchings and the (k + 2)-gonal tilings40

(Theorems 1 and 8). A key ingredient is the charac-41

terization of valid k-colored matchings in Theorem 3.42
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Due to lack of space, most proofs are deferred to the43

appendix.44

2 Matchings and triangulations45

We will draw the matchings with two parallel rows46

of n vertices each, labeled v1 to vn and vn+1 to v2n47

in clockwise order, and with non-straight edges; see48

Figure 1(left). We will draw the triangulations (and49

tilings) on n+2 points in convex position, labeled p1 to50

pn+2 in clockwise order; see Figure 1(right). For the51

sake of distinguishability, throughout this paper we52

will refer to p1, . . . , pn+2 as points and to v1, . . . , v2n53

as vertices.

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6

v7v8v9v10v11v12
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1,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0
2,0,2,1,0,1

Figure 1: A perfect matching (left) and the corre-
sponding triangulation for n = 6 (right).

54

The above defined structures are undirected graphs.55

We next give an implicit direction to the edges of these56

graphs: an edge vivj (pipj) is directed from vi to vj57

(pi to pj) for i < j, that is, each edge is directed from58

the vertex / point with lower index to the vertex /59

point with higher index. This also defines the outde-60

gree of every vertex / point, which we denote as bi for61

each vertex vi and as di for each point pi. For techni-62

cal reasons, we do not count the edges of the convex63

hull of a triangulation when computing the outdegree64

of a point pi, with the exception of the edge p1pn+2.65

We call the sequence (b1, . . . , b2n) of the outdegrees of66

a matching (or the sequence (d1, . . . , dn) of the first n67

outdegrees of a triangulation) its outdegree sequence;68

see again Figure 1. We first show that for both struc-69

tures, this sequence is sufficient to encode the graph.70

For matchings, the outdegree sequence is a 0/1-71

sequence with 2n digits, where n digits are 1 and n72

digits are 0. Moreover, the directions of the edges73

imply that an incoming edge at a vertex vj must be74

outgoing for a vertex vi with i < j. Thus, we have75

the condition
∑k

i=1 bi ≥ k/2 for any 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n,76

that is, in any subsequence starting at v1, we have77
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at least as many 1s as 0s. Such sequences are called78

ballot sequences, see [2, p.69]. Obviously, the outde-79

gree sequence of a matching can be computed from a80

given matching in O(n) time. But also the reverse is81

true: We consider the outdegrees from b1 to b2n. We82

use a stack (with the usual push and pop operations)83

to store the indices of considered vertices that still84

need to be processed. Initially, the stack is empty. If85

bi = 1, we push the index i on the stack. If bi = 0, we86

pop the topmost index k from the stack and output87

the edge vkvi. In this way, always the last vertex with88

‘open’ outgoing edge is connected to the next vertex89

with incoming edge, implying that the subgraph with90

vertices vk to vi is a valid plane perfect matching. A91

simple induction argument shows that the whole re-92

sulting graph is plane and can be reconstructed from93

the outdegree sequence in O(n) time.94

For triangulations, first note that the outdegrees95

of pn+1 and pn+2 are 0. Thus we do not lose infor-96

mation when restricting the outdegree sequence of a97

triangulation to (d1, . . . , dn). Similar as before, the98

directions of edges imply that for any valid outdegree99

sequence, it holds that
∑k

i=1 dn+1−i ≤
∑k

i=1 1 = k for100

any 1 ≤ k ≤ n. This sum is precisely the maximum101

number of edges which can be outgoing from the ‘last’102

k points pn+1−k to pn. Recall that we do not con-103

sider the edges of the convex hull, except for p1pn+2,104

and thus the number of edges which contribute to the105

outdegree sequence is exactly n − 2. As before, it106

is straightforward to compute the outdegree sequence107

from a given triangulation in O(n) time. For the re-108

verse process, we again use a stack to store the in-109

dices of considered points that still need to be pro-110

cessed. We initialize the stack with push(n + 2) and111

push(n + 1) and output all the (non-counted) edges112

pipi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1. Then we consider the out-113

degrees in reversed order, that is, from dn to d1. For114

each degree di we perform two steps. (1) di times, we115

pop the topmost index from the stack and then out-116

put the edge pipk, where k is the (new) topmost index117

on the stack. (2) We push i on the stack. This pro-118

cess constructs the triangulation from back to front.119

When processing pi, all points from pi+1 to pn+2 that120

are still ‘visible’ from pi are in this order on the stack.121

Thus, drawing the edges in the described way gener-122

ates a planar triangulation. At the end of the process,123

the stack contains exactly the two indices n + 2 and124

1, which can be ignored.125

So far we have shown that there exist one-to-one126

relations between outdegree sequences on the one127

side and matchings respectively triangulations on the128

other side. We now present a bijective transform be-129

tween outdegree sequences of matchings and those of130

triangulations.131

For a given outdegree sequence B = (b1, . . . , b2n)132

of a perfect matching, we compute the outdegree di133

for the corresponding point of the triangulation as the134

number of 1s between the (i − 1)-st 0 and the i-th 0135

in B for i > 1, and set d1 to the number of 1s before136

the first 0 in B.137

For the reverse transformation, we process the out-138

degree sequence (d1, . . . , dn) of a triangulation from139

d1 to dn and set the entries of B in order from b1 to140

bn in the following way: For each entry di we first set141

the next di consecutive elements (possibly none) of B142

to 1; then we set the next element of B to 0.143

It is an easy excercise to see that the two trans-144

formations are inverse to each other, and that they145

form a bijection between valid outdegree sequences of146

triangulations and outdegree sequences of matchings.147

Moreover, each transformation can be performed in148

O(n) time. Figure 2 shows all corresponding perfect149

matchings, triangulations, and outdegree sequences150

for n = 3.151

1,1,0,0,1,0 2,0,1

1,1,0,1,0,0 2,1,01,1,1,0,0,0 3,0,0

1,0,1,1,0,0 1,2,0

1,0,1,0,1,0 1,1,1

Figure 2: All perfect matchings, triangulations, and
outdegree sequences for n = 3.

Theorem 1 There exists a bijection between geo-152

metric plane perfect matchings on 2n points in con-153

vex position and geometric triangulations on n + 2154

points in convex position. Further, for an element of155

one structure, the corresponding element of the other156

structure can be computed in linear time.157

3 k-colored matchings158

In this section we add colors to the vertices of159

the perfect matchings and require the matching160

edges to be monochromatic. For k ≥ 2, let161

c1, . . . , ck be the k colors. We color the ver-162

tices in a bitonic way, that is, in the order163

c1, c2, . . . , ck−1, ck, ck, ck−1, . . . , c2, c1, c1, c2, . . . and so164

on. In a perfect k-colored matching, all matching165

edges connect vertices of the same color, and hence166

n is a multiple of k; see Figure 3 for an example of a167

k-colored matching with k = 3 colors and n = 9.168

Clearly, any k-colored matching fulfills all condi-169

tions of the previous section. But not every match-170
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a b c
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1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0

Figure 3: Perfect k-colored matching for k = 3 colors
and n = 9 and its outdegree sequence.

ing obtained in the previous section is a k-colored171

matching and hence not every outdegree sequence of a172

matching is an outdegree sequence of a valid k-colored173

matching. Thus we now derive additional properties174

to determine which outdegree sequences of matchings175

correspond to k-colored matchings.176

We denote k consecutive vertices vi, . . . , vi+k−1 that177

are colored with either c1, . . . , ck or ck, . . . , c1 as a178

block. In total we have 2n/k such blocks and they179

form a partition of 2n vertices. Observe that within180

a block, there cannot be a vertex with an incoming181

edge after a vertex with an outgoing edge, as this182

would cause a bichromatic edge. Hence, in a k-colored183

matching, the outdegree sequence of any block has to184

be of the form |0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1| (where it can consist185

entirely of 0 or 1 entries). For better readability, we186

sometimes mark block boundaries in an outdegree se-187

quence with vertical lines. We say that an outdegree188

sequence (and the matching) fulfilling this property189

has a valid block structure.190

Lemma 2 Let M be a perfect matching with valid191

block structure that is not a k-colored matching.192

Then there exists an edge e = vsve in M with the193

following properties:194

(i) The vertices vs and ve lie in different blocks, say195

vs ∈ S and ve ∈ E.196

(ii) The subsequence from vs+1 to ve−1 contains no197

bichromatic matching edge.198

(iii) The number of blocks between S and E is odd.199

(iv) Let vs be the i-th vertex in S. Then ve is the200

(i + 1)-st vertex in E.201

Togther with the previous observations, Lemma 2202

(whose proof can be found in the appendix) implies203

the following theorem.204

Theorem 3 A matching is a k-colored matching if205

and only if it has a valid block structure and does not206

contain an edge as described in Lemma 2.207

Remark: For a given outdegree sequence we can208

check in linear time if it is an outdegree sequence of209

a k-colored matching by using the reconstruction al-210

gorithm described in Section 2.211

4 t-gonal tilings212

For any t ≥ 3, a t-gonal tiling T on n + 2 points213

in convex position, labeled p1 to pn+2 in clockwise214

order, is a plane graph where every bounded face is215

a t-gon and the vertices along the unbounded face216

are p1, p2, . . . , pn+2 in this order; see Figure 4 for an217

example. For the special case of t = 3, T is a tri-218

angulation. In the next section, we will show that219

the k-colored matchings on 2n vertices of the previ-220

ous section correspond to k+2-gonal tilings of n + 2221

points in convex position, where n = km for some in-222

teger m > 0. This is a generalization of the fact that223

matchings (i.e., k = 1) correspond to triangulations.224

To this end we first derive several properties of t-gonal225

tilings of convex sets.226

p1p11

p10 p2

p3

p4

p5
p6

p7

p8

p9

3,2,0,1,0,0,3,0,0

Figure 4: 5-gonal tiling corresponding to the 3-colored
matching of Figure 3 and the outdegree sequence of
its k-color valid triangulation.

The dual graph of a t-gonal tiling T has a vertex for227

each bounded face T and two vertices are connected228

by an edge if the according faces share a common edge229

in T (every pair of bounded faces shares at most one230

edge). An ear of T is a t-gon which shares all but one231

edge with the unbounded face and can thus be cut off232

of T (along this edge) so that the remaining part is a233

valid t-gonal tiling of n+2− (t−2) = n+4− t points.234

As the dual graph of any t-gonal tiling T is a tree, as235

every tree has at least two leaves (where the minimal236

case is obtained by a path), and as a leaf in the dual237

graph of T corresponds to an ear in T , we have the238

following obsevation.239

Observation 1 Every t-gonal tiling with at least 2t−240

2 points has at least two ears. At least one of these241

ears is not incident to the edge p1pn+2.242

Lemma 4 Any triangulation T on n + 2 points in243

convex position contains at most one t-gonal tiling as244

a subgraph.245

A proof by induction, using Observation 1 can be246

found in the appendix.247
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Obviously, if a triangulation T on n+ 2 points con-248

tains a t-gonal tiling T as a subgraph, then n is divis-249

ible by t − 2. Further, as T has at least two ears, T250

contains at least two edges that cut off a triangulated251

t-gon from T . We call such a t-gon that can be split252

off from a triangulation T a t-ear of T , and the edge253

along which the t-ear can be split off the ear-edge (of254

the t-ear). Note that for t > 3, not every triangulation255

contains t-ears.256

Let T be a triangulation that contains a t-ear with257

ear-edge prps for some r ≥ 1 and s = r+t−1 ≤ n+2.258

Let B be the outdegree sequence of the correspond-259

ing matching. If s < n + 2, then in B, the t-ear260

corresponds to a subsequence W of B of length 2t−3261

that starts with a 1 (for prps), ends end with two 0s262

(as the last point ps−1 of the ear cannot have out-263

going edges), and has t − 1 0s and t − 2 1s in total.264

If s = n + 2, then in B, the last 0 (the one ‘after’265

pn+1) is not existing. Then the according sequence266

is W = (b2n−2t+5, . . . , b2n), which must be a ballot267

sequence.268

5 k-colored matchings and k+2-gonal tilings269

We say that a triangulation on n+ 2 points in convex270

position is k-color valid if it corresponds to a k-colored271

matching as defined in Section 3. The outdegree se-272

quence of such a triangulation is then also called k-273

color valid. A k+ 2-gonal tiling of n + 2 points is274

called k-color valid if it can be completed to (i.e., is275

a subgraph of) a k-color valid triangulation. In the276

following, let t = k + 2.277

Observation 2 Let T be a k-color valid triangula-278

tion that contains a t-ear with ear-edge prps for some279

r ≥ 1 and s = r+t−1 ≤ n+2. Let the first entry of the280

subsequence W of B that corresponds to this t-ear be281

the i-th entry within its block, for 1≤ i≤k. If s=n+2282

then i = 1 and W = (|1, . . . , 1|0, . . . , 0|) = (|1k|0k|).283

Otherwise, W = (1, . . . , 1|0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1|0, . . . , 0) =284

(1k−i+1|0k−i+1, 1i−1|0i).285

The following three lemmas can be derived using286

Observation 2. See the appendix for the proofs. The287

proof of Lemma 5 also shows that the extension is288

uniquely determined.289

Lemma 5 Any k-color valid t-gonal tiling T on n+2290

points can be extended by an ear at any edge e =291

prpr+1, 1 ≤ r ≤ n + 1, so that the resulting t-gonal292

tiling on n + k points is k-color valid.293

Lemma 6 Let T be a k-color valid triangulation that294

contains a t-ear with ear-edge prps for some r ≥ 1 and295

s = r + t− 1 ≤ n+ 2. Then the triangulation T ′ that296

results from removing the t-ear from T is again k-color297

valid.298

Lemma 7 Let T be a k-color valid triangulation.299

Then T contains a t-ear with ear-edge prps for some300

r ≥ 1 and s = r + t− 1 ≤ n + 2.301

Combining Lemmas 4 – 7 and Observations 1 – 2,302

we obtain our main result. See the appendix for a303

proof.304

Theorem 8 There exists a bijection between geo-305

metric plane perfect k-colored matchings on 2n points306

in convex position and t-gonal tilings on n+2 points in307

convex position. Further, for an element of one struc-308

ture, the corresponding element of the other structure309

can be computed in linear time.310

6 Future Work311

The Temperley-Lieb algebras arising from matchings312

on 2n vertices can be generated by n distinguished313

elements: An element I (consisting of n propagating314

lines vjv2n−j+1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, from top to bottom) and315

n − 1 elements Ui, 1 ≤ i < n, consisting of a pair of316

lines vivi+1 and v2n−iv2n−i+1 plus the remaining n−2317

propagating lines.318

It is natural to search for a characterization of these319

generators in terms of triangulations (and for the gen-320

erators for the k-colored Temperley-Lieb algebras in321

terms of k+2-gonal tilings). We plan to use our explicit322

bijections to study the effect of edge flips in trian-323

gulations respectively in tilings on the corresponding324

matchings and to find out how the actions of gener-325

ators of the (k-colored) Temperley-Lieb algebra can326

be interpreted in terms of flips in triangulations re-327

spectively in tilings. Preliminary results have already328

been obtained.329
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Appendix: Omitted Proofs348

Lemma 2 Let M be a perfect matching with valid349

block structure that is not a k-colored matching.350

Then there exists an edge e = vsve in M with the351

following properties:352

(i) The vertices vs and ve lie in different blocks, say353

vs ∈ S and ve ∈ E.354

(ii) The subsequence from vs+1 to ve−1 contains no355

bichromatic matching edge.356

(iii) The number of blocks between S and E is odd.357

(iv) Let vs be the i-th vertex in S. Then ve is the358

(i + 1)-st vertex in E.359

Proof. To prove the lemma we assume that e is a360

shortest (w.r.t. the difference of the indices) edge361

which connects two vertices of different color and show362

that any such edge has to fulfill the four properties.363

(i) As the matching has a valid block structure, no364

bichromatic edge within a block can exist.365

(ii) If the subsequence from vs+1 to ve−1 contains a366

bichromatic matching edge, then this edge is shorter,367

a contradiction.368

(iii) Assume there is an even number of blocks be-369

tween S and E. Then each color shows up in these370

blocks an even number of times. Hence, by Prop-371

erty (ii), the set of vertices in S after vs has the same372

set of colors as the set of vertices in E before ve. As S373

and E are colored in reversed order, this implies that374

vs and ve have the same color, a contradiction.375

(iv) As there is an odd number of blocks between S376

and E, by Property (ii), the set of vertices in S after377

vs together with the set of vertices in E before ve have378

exactly one vertex of each color. As further S and E379

are colored in the same order, we conclude that the380

position of ve in E is ’right after’ the position of vs381

in S. �382

Lemma 4 Any triangulation T on n + 2 points in383

convex position contains at most one t-gonal tiling as384

a subgraph.385

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n. For386

n = t the statement is obviously true, so let n ≥ 2t−2387

and let T1 and T2 be two t-gonal tilings which are388

subgraphs of T . By Observation 1 there exists an ear389

E in T1. Let papb, a < b, be the edge of T such that390

E can be separated from the rest of T1 by this edge.391

Moreover let e be an edge that is incident to E and to392

the unbounded face of T . Then the (unique) t-gon in393

T2 that is incident to e must be E: Otherwise there is394

an edge connecting a point px between pa and pb to395

a point py outside the sequence from pa to pb. Then396

papb, which is part of T1, crosses pxpy, which is part397

of T2. This is a contradiction to the planarity of T398

(recall that T1 and T2 are subgraphs of T ). Thus we399

can remove E from both, T1 and T2, and obtain two400

t-gonal tilings of a smaller set of points. By induction,401

these smaller t-gonal tilings are the same, and hence402

T1 and T2 are the same as well. �403

Lemma 5 Any k-color valid t-gonal tiling T on n+2404

points can be extended by an ear at any edge e =405

prpr+1, 1 ≤ r ≤ n + 1, so that the resulting t-gonal406

tiling on n + k points is k-color valid.407

Proof. Let e = prpr+1 be the edge where we add408

the ear, and let B be the outdegree sequence of the k-409

colored maching corresponding to T . If r ≤ n, then in410

B, e corresponts to the 0, denoted here by 0′, between411

the 1s (if any) that correspond to the outdegrees of pr412

and pr+1, respectively. Let 0′ be the i-th entry within413

its block R, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Then R = |0i−1, 0′,m|,414

where m is an abitrary but valid subsequence. We415

extend 0′ to an ear (by inserting k 1s and k 0s before416

0′ according to Observation 2, by this extending R417

to |0i−1, 1k−i+1|0k−i+1, 1i−1|0i−1, 0′,m|. If r = n+ 1,418

then e is not represented in B. In this case, we extend419

B by adding a block of 1s followed by a block of 0s; see420

again Observation 2. In both cases, all k new edges421

in the matching are local within the new blocks and422

it is straight forward to check by Theorem 3 that the423

extended outdegree sequence is also color valid. Note424

that once e is fixed, by Observation 2 the extension is425

uniquely determined. �426

Lemma 6 Let T be a k-color valid triangulation that427

contains a t-ear with ear-edge prps for some r ≥ 1 and428

s = r + t− 1 ≤ n+ 2. Then the triangulation T ′ that429

results from removing the t-ear from T is again k-color430

valid.431

Proof. Let B be the outdegree sequence of the k-432

colored maching M corresponding to T and let W be433

the subsequence of B corresponding to the t-ear. In434

B, the removal of the ear is equivalent to removing435

W from B (except for the last 0 for s < n + 2). Let436

W ′ be this sequence to be removed. To show that the437

resulting triangulation T ′ is again k-color valid, we438

need to prove that the shortened outdegree sequence439

B′ corresponds to a k-colored matching. To this end,440

first note that in M , removing W ′ from B is equiva-441

lent to removing 2k consecutive vertices of the point442

set. Hence the remaining vertices with the original k-443

coloring are properly colored. Second, note that the444

number of 0s and 1s in W ′ are exactly k each, imply-445

ing that B′ corresponds to some matching M ′. It re-446

mains to show that M ′ is k-colored, that is, that there447

is no bichromatic edge in M ′. By Observation 2, we448

have W ′ = (1k−i+1|0k−i+1, 1i−1|0i) for some 1≤ i≤k.449

In the matching M , this corresponds to k edges that450

form a matching of the vertices to be removed. Hence451

all edges in M ′ also exist in M , implying that none of452

them is bichromatic. �453
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Lemma 7 Let T be a k-color valid triangulation.454

Then T contains a t-ear with ear-edge prps for some455

r ≥ 1 and s = r + t− 1 ≤ n + 2.456

Proof. Let B be the outdegree sequence of the k-457

colored matching corresponding to T . Further, let458

Wi be the subsequence of W that starts at bi and459

has length 2k + 1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n − 2k, and let460

wi =
∑i+2k

j=i bj be the weight of Wi. As T is k-color461

valid, we have w1 > k and w2n−2k ≤ k. Further, we462

also have wi+1 − wi ∈ {0,±1}. We will show that463

either at least one of the Wis or the last two blocks464

of B represents a k-ear of T . To this end, we proceed465

through the Wis from i = 1 to 2n − 2k as long as466

wi ≥ k. Whenever wi > k, we continue to the next467

subsequence (as a necessary condition for Wi to be a468

k-ear is wi = k). For wi = k and wi−1 > k, Wi−1469

starts with bi−1 = 1 and Wi ends with bi+2k = 0. We470

distinguish the following cases:471

Case 1. Wi starts with bi = 1. Let 1 ≤ a ≤ k472

be such that the block containing bi ends right before473

bi+a. Then we have Wi = 1a|0a1k−a|0k−a+1, where474

the 1s in the first block are forced by bi = 1, the 0s in475

the last block are forced by bi+2k = 0, and the form476

of the middle block stems from wi = k. Hence, Wi is477

a k-ear by Observation 2.478

Case 2. Wi starts with bi = 0. As Wi−1 starts with479

bi−1 = 1, there is a block boundary directly before bi,480

and by wi = k we have Wi = |0a1k−a|0k−a1a|0 for481

some 1 ≤ a ≤ k. Hence, Wj is no ear and wj ≥ k for482

i ≤ j ≤ min{i + a, 2n− 2k}.483

Case 2.1. If i + a ≤ 2n − 2k and wi+a > k then484

i + a < 2n − 2k and we continue to the next subse-485

quence whose weight is equal to k again.486

Case 2.2. If i + a ≤ 2n − 2k and wi+a = k then487

all entries in Wi+a \ Wi are 0s and hence Wi+a =488

1k−a|0k−a1a|0k−a+1 is a k-ear.489

Case 2.3. If i+ a > 2n− 2k, then all 1s in Wi must490

also be in W2n−2k. Due to the k-color validity, this491

implies that a = k, that W2n−2k = 0|1k|0k|, and that492

hence the last two blocks of B form a k-ear. �493

Theorem 8 There exists a bijection between geo-494

metric plane perfect k-colored matchings on 2n points495

in convex position and t-gonal tilings on n+2 points in496

convex position. Further, for an element of one struc-497

ture, the corresponding element of the other structure498

can be computed in linear time.499

Proof. We first show (by induction on n) that every500

t-gonal tiling T can be completed to at least one k-501

color valid triangulation. For n = t the statement502

is trivially true, so let n ≥ 2t − 2. By Observation 1503

there exists an ear E of T . If we cut this ear of then by504

induction there exists an completion to a k-color valid505

triangulation, which by Lemma 5 can be extended to506

a k-color valid triangulation T of T .507

Next, assume that there exists t-gonal tilings with508

at least two differnent triangulations. Let T be a min-509

imal such t-gonal tiling and let T1 and T2 be two dif-510

ferent k-color valid triangulations for T . By Lemma 7,511

T1 has a t-ear with ear-edge e = prps for some r ≥ 1512

and s = r+ t− 1 ≤ n+ 2. Thus, e must be an edge of513

T , implying that T2 also has a t-ear at e. By Lemma 6,514

removing the t-ear from T1 results in a k-color valid515

triangulation T ′. Further, as T is minimal, remov-516

ing the t-ear from T2 results in the same triangulation517

T ′. But by the proof of Lemma 5, there is exactly518

one possibility of extending T ′ at e with a t-ear, a519

contradiction.520

So far we have shown that a given t-gonal tiling can521

be completed to exactly one k-color valid triangula-522

tion. For proving that there exists a bijection between523

k-colored matchings and t-gonal tilings, it remains to524

show that any k-color valid triangulation contains ex-525

actly one t-gonal tiling.526

We show (by induction on n) that every k-color527

valid triangulation T contains at least one t-gonal528

tiling. For n = t the statement is trivially true, so let529

n ≥ 2t− 2. By Lemma 7, T has a t-ear with ear-edge530

e = prps for some r ≥ 1 and s = r+t−1 ≤ n+2. Fur-531

ther, by Lemma 6, removing the t-ear from T results532

in a triangulation T ′, which, by induction, contains533

at least one t-gonal tiling T ′. By Lemma 5, we can534

extend T ′ with an ear at e, thus obtaining a t-gonal535

tiling for T .536

As by Lemma 4, every k-color valid triangulation T537

contains at most one t-gonal tiling T , this completes538

the proof of the bijection.539

To show that the transformation from a k-colored540

matching to a t-gonal tiling and vice versa can be done541

in linear time, it remains to show that the t-gonal542

tiling of a k-color valid triangulation can be found in543

linear time and vice versa.544

Consider first a k-color valid triangulation T , let B545

be the outdegree sequence of the k-colored matching546

corresponding to T , and let B be stored in a linked547

list. Let T be the t-gonal tiling for T that we want548

to construct. By the proof of Lemma 7, we find a549

t-ear of T whose subsequence W in B starts at bj and550

which is the first t-ear of T in time O(j+2k). We can551

remove the t-ear from T and W (except possibly its552

last 0) from B in constant time, by this also obtaining553

one diagonal of T . Further, the first ear in the short-554

ened sequences B′ can start at earliest at bj−2k, which555

implies that we need not re-start our scan at the be-556

ginning. Hence, we can iteratively find all diagonals557

of T in O(n) time.558

For the other direction, consider a t-gonal tiling.559

We recursively cut of all ears in total linear time.560

Then, using Lemma 5, we re-add them in reverse561

order, together with their triangulations that are562

uniquely defined by Observation 2. �563
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